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Laila's friends get her into Club Duo, the hottest sex club in town, for her birthday. She's got one thing on her
agenda: Find the only man she’s wanted and finally have her wicked way with him. Only thing is he has a
second. Club Duo is all about multiples. Will Laila back out now? Or can she handle two men wanting her
curvy body? Elissa's finally inside Club Duo. Her sole reason for being there is to find the man who
dominates her fantasies, her old math teacher. She's got one chance to make every dirty fantasy come true
and she's not wasting any time. But he’s not alone, is she willing to be shared between two men that love
some curves? Laura is a curvy girl on a mission. She is dying for a taste of her old school teacher and is
ready for anything and everything he wants to dish out. But with him comes a second, Sexy Man. Can she
handle them both? Cristina is looking for the man who can handle her hunger. Zane. He is not alone, though.
If she wants him she’ll have to agree to another man sharing her body. This curvy girl is not worried. She
knows what she wants and she’s taking it. MATURE READER WARNING: Club Duo contains lots of sex
with all kinds of fun kinky stuff. If you’re not ready for that don’t buy this book. If you’re into dirty, naughty
sex with ménage of two hot men on a curvy girl, this is the perfect collection for you. Be warned, it will
make that ereader melt. Enjoy!
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From reader reviews:

Doris Griffin:

The e-book untitled Club Duo is the reserve that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of the
reserve content that will be shown to you actually. The language that creator use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of exploration when write the book, and so the
information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Club
Duo from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Mary Wines:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book as compared
to can satisfy your short space of time to read it because this all time you only find guide that need more time
to be go through. Club Duo can be your answer because it can be read by you actually who have those short
extra time problems.

Thomas Obrien:

Reading a book to become new life style in this calendar year; every people loves to go through a book.
When you learn a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve
your knowledge, due to the fact book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend
on what forms of book that you have read. If you would like get information about your examine, you can
read education books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, this
kind of us novel, comics, and soon. The Club Duo offer you a new experience in studying a book.

Brandon Seymour:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you may have it in
e-book technique, more simple and reachable. That Club Duo can give you a lot of friends because by you
looking at this one book you have matter that they don't and make a person more like an interesting person.
This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This book offer you information that
possibly your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than some other make you to be great individuals.
So , why hesitate? Let us have Club Duo.
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